Dangerous Obsession
by N J Crisp
5th - 14th December 2019
Dangerous Obsession is a well-written psychological thriller by the late N J Crisp,
on whom more information has been expertly compiled by our own Paul
Tomkies and is contained in this programme.
Set in the early 1980s, in the conservatory of Mark and Sally Driscoll’s house, an
unexpected guest calls on them in a visit that they will never forget. The many
twists and turns in this play will surprise and shock audiences right until the very
last scene.

Diane Hodgson & Chris Westlake, 1996

A play with a cast of three is always a challenge for cast and crew alike, and this
is just that. To keep the atmosphere of suspense sustained requires a very
talented cast and it has been a privilege to work with this trio.
The cast have been supported by a great team in the shape of Mic Aldington,
Dawn Jones and Margaret Winson, who with our Front of House team will
ensure you enjoy your experience of this thrilling production.
John Winson, Director

Chris Westlake & Peter Miller, 1996

Coming Next
WILD GOOSE CHASE
by Derek Benfield
23rd January– 1st February 2020
The Elroods’ dilapidated country pile with its full complement of eccentric
aristocrats, lovers and maids is invaded by photographer Chester
Dreadnought, jewel thieves Capone and Wedgewood, a crazy relic hunter and,
inevitably, the police. The myriad doors into and out of the baronial hall in
which it is set and cases of mistaken identity make the chaotic farce that
ensues unavoidable.

Medway Little Theatre Needs You!
Our theatre produces several shows a year and we always welcome new
members, whether they are interested in acting, stage managing, set building,
working lights and sound, or any of the dozens of other jobs needed to
produce live theatre. If you are interested in moving from seat to stage, please
ask our front of house team or bar staff for information on how to join, or just
turn up at one of our social nights, held every Tuesday evening in between
show runs. The next one is our Christmas party on Tuesday 17th December.
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